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The Covid Challenge
Since taking hold of the UK at the start of 2020, Covid-19 has had a serious effect on the UK’s retail sector. Just as SEUK were gearing up for launch, it could
not have come at a worse time. Retail stores went into lockdown on March 26th & their staff were placed on furlough – our field teams followed shortly after.
This meant that face-to-face training (normally a key element in our launch plans) had to be shelved & our whole launch strategy needed to be re-thought.
Instead of being defeated, we saw this as an opportunity to utilise the skills within our team to ensure that field & retailers were as match-fit as possible
when they eventually return to work – we switched our focus to digital content and virtual training.
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UK goes into full
lockdown. Stores closed
and retail
staff placed on furlough

SEUK Field trained on
2020 products
via Web Conference
before they were
placed on furlough

Ramp up of content
available through the
Samsung Academy to
help drive self-learning
of retail staff while on
furlough.

Lockdown relaxed
& stores open. Relail
staff receive 2020
virtual product
training.

Virtual Training on
ramped up through
HILT sessions.
Trainers allowed
back in store.

Retailers receive
Lifestyle TV Cat
Training through new
Livestream format.

UK goes into full
lockdown due to
Covid 2nd wave.
Sselected retailers
back on furlough.

Lockdown lifted.
Retailers back in
store for Peak Season

Our Strategy To Overcome The Covid Challenge!

Commitment To Safety!
Although the need to get in front of
of our retail partners to train them
on 2020/21 products is critical,
protecting them & our Training
Team against the dangers of Covid
remains our primary concern.

Increase amount
of content on the
Academy for
users to self-learn
while on furlough.

Incentivise users
to self-learn
with prize draws
and accredited
certification
Programme.

Engage Field and
retailers through
virtual training
and Academy
content once
lockdown ends.

Ramp up virtual
sessions and work
with retailers to
introduce planned
store visits.

Digital Content Is Key!
The Challenges…

Increase Academy Content!

At a time when we would normally be
ramping up product training for Field
teams and retailers before Launch, the UK
went into lockdown and both were placed
on furlough - leaving us without access to
deliver critical face-to-face training on
new 2020 product ranges.

By setting up multiple workstreams within
the Training Team, we were able to
increase the amount of content through
the Samsung Academy. This included
training modules, product guides and
matrices covering 2020 features.

This left us searching for a solution that
allowed us to cascade vital product
knowledge to Field and retail teams so
that they were as ‘match-fit’ as possible
when returning to store post lockdown.
Our solution:
• Increase the volume of quality content
• Drive engagement with the Academy
• Encourage users to self-learn
• Collaborate with global partners.

We also create a significant amount of
video content – ’How-To’ guides, feature
videos using footage from the EU Forums
and animated videos created from scratch.

Now
available
as an
app!

Reward Self-Learning!

To drive Field and retailers’ engagement
with the Samsung Academy, we ran a
series of incentives to improve product
knowledge through self-learning.
This included an accredited certification
programme that rewarded module
completion (along with badges to be
traded in for prize draw entries). We also
ran a Learn & Win promotion with specific
retailers offering letterbox-friendly prizes.

Global Partner Collaboration!

The drive to increase the quantity of
quality training content included working
with and sharing best practice with our
global partners in the US, Canada and
Australia – not to mention using Mosaic
material created by Global HQ in Suwon.
Because we were utilising and adapting
material already created, we didn’t have to
create everything from scratch and were
able to quickly increase productivity.

The Samsung Academy
Our online training portal is a valuable training resource for learners to gain knowledge on
key Samsung products and technologies. Everything is created using the very latest learning
styles with jargon-free benefit-led explanations, demo-tips and advice on how best to excite
shoppers. All content includes quizzes to assess and evaluate knowledge retention of users.

Digital Content Is Key!
Academy Livestreams

Training Modules

Animated Modules

Released to support field & retailers with
key product information, our training
modules highlight features, benefits and
tactical advantages driving the 2020 ranges.

We introduced these specifically-designed
animated modules to cover the key selling
points of basic industry-wide TV features
like colour, resolution, contrast and motion.

'How-To’ Video Guides

Field Video Blasts

Sales Talk Guides

Short, straight-to-the-point video guides
that cover how 2020 features work, how to
access them – and more importantly, how to
demo them on the shopfloor.

We often receive technical and tactical
insights from global HQ that reveal key wins
over our competition – these video blasts
are shared with field through social media.

Our innovative Livestreams are broadcast
through the Samsung Academy and
highlight key tactical advantages, features
and benefits of Samsung 2020 range.

Our Sales Talk Guides are important
documents that underpin how all facets of
SEUK talk about the 2020 product range,
their key features and how to demo.

Feature/Benefit Videos

Created to explain the advantages of those
features driving the 2020 ranges. These
videos use Global HQ assets & simplified
explanations to bring each feature to life.

Product Guides

Adapted from the guides produced by
Global HQ, our Product Guides explain the
shopper benefits of the key features driving
all of our 2020 ranges.

Return From Lockdown
The Challenges…

As SEUK Field and retail teams returned to
work after lockdown, we had two main
responsibilities - to ensure their safety
against the dangers of Covid, and to make
sure they had enough training in order to
be confident enough to talk about 2020
products with their shoppers.

Virtual Training Workshops

HILT Sessions (High Impact Low Time)

Our bespoke 2020 product workshops were delivered via web, lasting
between half-hour, one hour & three hours to offer as many options
as possible to our retailers without making demands on their working
week. All sessions were snapped up by retailers wanting to get vital
product knowledge onto the shop-floor quickly and efficiently.

Working with awarding body Highfield to deliver a certified training
programme, our HILT sessions brought virtual training to life via inter
active classroom-type workshops live from our Meadlake Training
Centre. Retailers’ product experts attended to share that knowledge
their colleagues when back in store & maximise engagement.

RVT Content (Regional Video Training)

Field Force Focus

Our Trainers created short video blasts to to share key promotions,
tactical activity and Samsung advantages with individual retailers on
a regional level. The RVT programme was devised to open up channel
s of communication with retailers at a time when accessing store staff
on a face-to-face level was difficult due to social distancing.

By identifying areas of need, we’re able to align sales, training & field
activities into a cohesive strategy on a monthly basis. For example,
insights showed we needed to focus on the Lifestyle TV category over
November, which we supported Field with a Livestream broadcast, an
Academy Module release and a bespoke virtual training workshop.

As we were not yet allowed in store, we
had to find a solution that allowed us to
interact with as many training touchpoints
as possible.
Our solution:
• Embed knowledge with virtual sessions.
• High energy - no ‘death by Powerpoint’.
• Continue to encourage self-learning.
• Use localised, retailer-specific videos to
• drive training and strategy.

Notable Achievements!
Lifestyle TV Livestream!

In October, we broadcast a Livestream
highlighting our Lifestyle TV category –
the first to be accessed directly through
the Samsung Academy. By doing so, this
allows us to drive interaction within our
own training platform (previously this was
delivered via YouTube) and gather
insights that were not previously available
to us.
The broadcast also included a number of
innovations - the use of green-screening
to create engaging graphics, a Q&A
session with our TV PM via a live video link
and the use of small prizes to encourage
viewer participation and a friendly less
formal tone-of-voice to reflect our
younger audience.

Samsung Academy App!

Upskilling Our Team!

Insights have shown us that more and
more of our users are engaging with the
Samsung Academy through their mobile
devices – as a result, their feedback is
demanding that we make the Academy
available through a an app.

When undertaking face-to-face training,
most trainers will feed off the energy of
their audience and their performance
appears more upbeat – something that
doesn’t happen naturally if you’re talking
to an emotionless camera lens.

2020 saw us deliver on that request! The
Academy is now available as an app on
Android devices though the Google Play
Store – allowing our users the flexibility of
interacting with the Academy and selflearning while on the move.

With the drive to more create/digital video
content, it’s absolutely critical that the
end product is as polished as possible.
With this in mind, the team has received
training from our videographer on
presenting to camera, setting up the best
lighting and best practice on how to frame
their shots – all of which is driving
improved performance in front of camera.

Retail Detail!
The Challenges…

Online/Digital Activity

Virtual Training

The Covid pandemic has turned our retail
training strategy on its head. In the past,
we have used face-to-face workshops,
launch events and store visits to deliver
most of our product training. This was
then supported with online materials
available through the Samsung Academy.

The Samsung Academy is home to a
wealth of digital content – offering a wide
range of training material. It’s a valuable
training resource for learners to gain
knowledge on key Samsung products and
technologies.

Once restrictions around lockdown were
relaxed, we immediately began setting up
virtual training and HILT sessions in order
to get vital 2020 product knowledge onto
the shopfloor of our retailers.

Delivering hands-on training with retail
staff has been a real challenge because of
social distancing, so we have relied
heavily on digital content and virtual
online training. However, as we moved
into August, our Trainers were able to
start booking in face-to-face sessions –
albeit in very small groups.

Everything is created using the very latest
learning styles with jargon-free benefitled explanations, demo-tips and advice on
how best to excite shoppers. All content
includes quizzes to assess and evaluate
knowledge retention of users.
.

We engaged retailers through our live
HILT sessions so that they share that
knowledge with their shopfloor
colleagues to maximise coverage.
Stores received virtual training via web
conferencing on a local level to introduce
them to their regional trainers.

Store/Face-To-Face Training

Careful not to interrupt the social
distancing and working practices of our
retail partners – we worked closely with
their head offices to establish a viable
programme for our Trainers to start
making store visits to train retail staff.
Off the back of that initiative, Trainers
were able to start booking in shopfloor
training in August and get vital product
knowledge out just before we entered
Peak season.
We were also able to secure a unique
instore training programme with Dixons
during the key Peak period which no other
manufacturer was able to provide.

2021 – And Beyond!
What have we learned?

Events in 2020 have taught us one thing to expect the unexpected!
Taking those learnings into 2021, we know
that we will need to adapt and diversify to
meet any challenge presented to us.
Despite vaccines now being made
available in the UK, we know that Covid
will continue be a major factor in our
planning for 2021. Although cascading
product knowledge is critical – we sill
need to mindful of the well-being of our
teams and those of our retail partners.
Our focus in 2021:
• Digital content is the future.
• Virtual training is the future.
• Face-to-face training is still vital.

Digital Content Is The Future!

Virtual Training Is The Future!

We know that more and more of our
Academy Users prefer to digest their
information in smaller bite-sized chunks,
on the move and through mobile devices.

Unable to fully engage our training
touchpoints on a face-to-face level, our
virtual training activities offer the most
effective way to deliver crucial product
knowledge in 2021.

Throw in the issues around Covid and we
know that high-quality digital content is a
necessity in 2021 – the ability to consume
product training on demand will be key.
Within our team, we have the skill-set to
continue taking video content to the next
the level - supported with dynamic
graphics and best-in-class scripting.
We are also keen to build on the success of
October’s Lifestyle TV Livestream – having
familiarised ourselves with new software,
we’re ready to deliver broadcasts that
capture the imagination of our audience.

Virtual events allow us to maximise our
training coverage without having to deal
with social distancing issues, they’re also
cost-effective - removing the need for
hotel and catering.
Retailers bought into our virtual sessions
as we were able to cascade valuable
product information without too much
impact on their working week. Having also
upskilled our trainers around presenting
to camera, we’ll be using those new-found
skills to raise the bar professionally.

Face-To-Face Still Vital!

There is no substitute for face-to-face
training – the ability to get ”remotes in
hands” instantly brings training to life.
However, Covid restrictions will continue
to limit these opportunities – particularly
entering the crucial 2021 launch period.
We will continue to work with our retail
partners to share product knowledge on
the shop-floor where we can bring those
all-important product demonstrations to
life in the ame environment they’ll be
shared with shoppers.
Our state-of-the-art Meadlake Training
Centre is also ready to welcome back our
learners - offering dedicated Audio, Lab,
Retail and Testing rooms to provide the
most comprehensive learning experience.

